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One of the most important books ever written about our connection to the natural world, GORILLAS

IN THE MIST is the riveting account of Dian Fossey's thirteen years in a remote African rain forest

with the greatest of the great apes. Fossey's extraordinary efforts to ensure the future of the rain

forest and its remaining mountain gorillas are captured in her own words and in candid photographs

of this fascinating endangered species. As only she could, Fossey combined her personal

adventure story with groundbreaking scientific reporting in an unforgettable portrait of one of our

closest primate relatives. Although Fossey's work ended tragically in her murder, GORILLAS IN

THE MIST remains an invaluable testament to one of the longest-running field studies of primates

and reveals her undying passion for her subject.
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Don't Judge a Book by the Class your Being Forced to Read it in.Early in the year(2001-02), we

were assigned to read a book in high school Biology class. Not just any book though, one that had

to relate to biology. Upon hearing this, a loud groan, mine probably being the loudest, arose from

the class. Of course at the time I would have never thought so, but my groan would actually be

wrong.After much thinking, in other words procrastinating, I chose GORILLAS IN THE MIST by Dian

Fossey. I had heard my mom say I should read it (I guess she liked it), which, honestly, usually

means very little-I prefer to read books I choose-but that helped in my choosing this time.After

another month of "thinking", and my mom reminding me every night the report was due soon, I

finally went out and got it. I started reading it right away, only the cover though. After another week I



cracked the cover and actually began reading. Not just the inside cover, or the table of contents, but

the first chapter.Almost immediately (as soon as she actually arrived in Africa) I was met by a

beautiful, lush environment. I was surprised she could explain it so well in words, and it made me

wonder how much more beautiful it is in real life. This story was both funny and sad.I loved the way

she wrote. She left out no detail. You almost feel like you are in the forest, or in the campsite. She

left out no details about their behavior either. Sometimes I forgot I was reading about gorillas, and

thought I was reading about humans. Their actions were extremely close to that of humans. Their

curiosity was both interesting and funny. Even after she got to know them really well, and they got to

know her, a simple thing like a camera could set them off into a frenzy.

Dian Fossey,author of Gorillas in the Mist uses this book to talk about her experiences researching

gorillas in the wild. Starting in the year 1963 and ending in the year 1983, Fossey gives us an

intimate look into her life and interactions with the mountain gorillas. The book begins by telling the

story of her first experience in Africa. The reader walks away from the first chapter of the book

keenly aware that this is not an average woman writing of her weekend stay with gorillas in a zoo.

Here is a headstrong woman willing to go to any lengths to travel to Africa to see the majestic

gorillas, a physically capable woman handling the challenging terrain of the mountains undeterred

even after breaking her ankle along the treacherous path to see the gorillas. After her first African

encounter Fossey cannot wait to come back and research the gorillas for an extended period of

time. She leaves the United States in 1966 and travels to the Congo to study. However,this turns

into an abbreviated stay because of the wars going on in that country. She moves camp to

Rwanda,where she establishes a permanent home at the Karisoke Research Centre. Her study of

gorillas starts here, and she quickly finds that living in the Parc National des Volcans will be

physically, mentally, and emotionally challenging for her. I was certainly ready to start reading about

experiences with gorillas by the time that Fossey had gotten settled. The research at this point

moves very quickly. Groups of gorillas are numbered and individuals are named. At times it became

difficult to keep up with all hte names and numbers given to the gorillas; Fossey, however, does a

wonderful job of keeping the reader informed of which group and which individual she is talking

about.
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